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FIRE.
GREAT FRESHET.
It falls to our lot to record this week the occur
On Saturday evening last our city was- visit
JAMES K. REMICH.
ed with a more alarming and extensive fire rence of a freshet unparalleled for inore than thirHORRiD~MURDER.
1+>
1
j .
..
_
’ —~ ty-five years. On Friday evening last, the wind
Conditions—g.l 50 per annum, if paid in the
1 than has occurred in tms place for several; commenced blowing a gale from the southeast, and
On
the
morning
of
the
2d
inst.
about
three
course of the first six months. g>2 00 if not paid unyears. It broke out about 10 o’clock in a ' a twrent of rain was poured upon the earth throughtil after the expiration of the year. And no papers ' miles from Woodville, was committed a most cabinet maker’s shop, in the long range of out the nigbt, but ceased on Saturday morning,
atrocious murder by one of the negro men of wooden buildings situated on Maine-street, a ‘ The Kennebec was’at this time> covered with ice,
discontinued until ail arrearages are paid.
William Cason. The perpetrator had run few rods^outh of Bennett’s Hotel. The wind ; of an average thickness of at least twenty inches ;
•Ma & osj-Mj j
away with a determination not to be again blew fresh from the north-west, and the flames! and as the river was not greatly swollen on Satur
day afternoon, at the usual time of high water, it
taken, Mr. Cason, and a friend of hir, had spreading with great rapidity, for some time i
_____ ____ was generally supposed that the great thickness of
AN ACT1 to establish a Registry of Deeds for the followed him about a mile to a neighbor’s threatened the destruction of a iarffe Dortion of the ice. wo,uld Prevent its breaking up ;—bnt at
EIGHT/’
Western District of Lincoln county.
house about ten o’clock the evening before, the city. Jit--_____________________ .u _______
r
u i
three o’clock of Sunday morning, the ice gave way,
’’ ’ •*
__ c
a°rth was check-; about half a mile above this village. At this time,
Sect. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate, and House where they found him in the kitchen; they
ed by the fire proof building belonging to Mr.;
e
of Representatives in Legislature assembled, That
immediately shut the door upon him, to pre Nathaniel Patten. To the south, it extended ; the water being four or five feet deep on the whar ves
all the towns of the county of Lincoln, lying West
—a great body of ice was pressed down upon the:n0
of the Kennebec river, be, and they hereby are vent his escape, or until they could procure to the building occupied by Mr. Bartholomew and at the first shocks a ware-house, situated nearly
formed into a district for the Registry of Deeds; proper m>ans to take him. The negro siez- as a dwelling^yuse, and by Messrs. Ward, at the end of the upper, or long wharf, was swept
$5000 is &
and the inhabitants pf said district are hereby au- ed an
yhicii.was
him, a^d struck Bartholomew & Brainard as a store, where, into the dock below. This was the chief damage:
tihm^zed to choose a Register of Deeds for ¿aid dis
1000 18 3(
Several times violently against the door to by a kind Providence, the uncommon exer sustained here at that time, except that a cousidei\Ttrict. in die manner provided by law ; and the Reg
ble number of logs broke from a boom and went
500 is
ister so chosen shall keep his office ir the town of burst it open, that he might escape—at length, tions of the firemen and citizens proved suc down river. At five, the water had risen two or
Topsham ; and Ebenezer Clapp, Esq. is hereby having broken open the door, he made sever cessful in arresting its ravages. Insurance three feet more, and a small quantity of wood, lum200 is I
authorized and empowered to issue his warrant to al passes at his master, but missed him as he was effected on the buildings and goods of. ber, See. was lost. The ice still held on above, and380 is
the selectmen of the several towns, within said dis gave way, till about the third blow, when his
by 12 o’clock the water had fallen two or three
some of the occupants, but to what amount feet. In the mean time, most melancholy accounts
trict, authorized to vote for State officers, requiring
100
them, in the mode established by law, to call a master was obstructed by something which we have not learnt. Owing to the rapidity of of damage done were received from Hallowell.
50 is !(
meeting of the inhabitants of said towns, on the prevented his escape, and was severely the flames, but part of the contents of the The ice having j’arnmed below that village, formed
10 is r first Monday of April next, that they may then wounded—and for some time was supposed buildings were saved. We regret to learn, a dam, and the water was already inundating the
proceed to vote by ballot for some suitable per ¡’°1l>eI4e.3d‘ I
negro, supposing he had that one unfortunate person perished in the village, sweeping off buildings, filling the lower sto
5 is 1
son, qualified by law, for the office oi Register
ries of Stores on the river side Of the main street,
|
killed
his
master,
immediately
went with his fire. His name we understand was William
tteryare formed by
of Deeds; and therein requiring.,said Selectmen to i
,
,
r. •
v
t t
»w uimw^anu was »tuhuiu and destroying large quantities of perishable articles
onsthatcanbemadeoij
preside in said meetings, and receive, sort and count . ax? to the house of his master, and having m- , Robinson,
thirty years
years of
age by
Robinson, about
about thirty
of.age,
by trade
trade contained in them. All the vessels on the Stocks at
4 ;mclusive.-To W
the votes ot the qualified electors present, and to de- quired of the negroes there, who was at home, a cabinet-maker
Hr ii/id .in mwn that place w’ere swept away, and four or five schoon
’
•
He
had
resided
in
dare the same. And the to™ clerk having made/j and whether any male person was in the about a w”ek ¡nd was Imo Xd bv town
Mr ers were driven from their moorings, and had ap
¡wing,
numbersj»
Hy be deposited ihH
a list of the persons voted for, with . the number of
ij . ■ r
j.i *
ciuuuu a wook, ana was employed by Mr. peared in sight of this village, fast wedged in the (at
votes for each person against his name, and having
SG’
ke[ng informed that there was no Choate, to whom he stated that he was orighere will be 20 ticket
that time) immoveable mass of broken ice. About
—the
’
— seal- up and- transmit
• a person in the house except his mistress and a inally from the vicinity of Philadelphia : that twelve the water again began to rise and continued
>n, three of the drs«
recorded
same, shall
and 3780 but ones
transcript of the record he shall make, of the num young lady who had come to keep her corapa- he learnt his trade in that city, but for the rising till four, when it had attained its former height,
ber of votes and persons voted for in their respec ny during her husband’s absence, he said that last six years had worked in New-York, and then a great body of ice, which had accumula
ticket having theisy
six years had worked in New-York.
tive towns, to the next Court of Sessions to be held he intended to stay
be entitled to $10,0«:
home after that, and be- From the latter place he went to New Bed- ted for a mile above this village, suddenly started^
and with tremendous force rushed down upon us.
for said county of Lincoln ; and the person having a
id 6th, to S5,O00j
majority of votes, shall, after being'sworn to the have himself and work faithfully for his mas- ford, where he resided a short time previous The scene, at this time beggars all description. To
the ist, jd, and
faithful discharge of his trust, and giving bond as ter. He staid about the kitchen three or four to his coming to this city. It is supposed he have been realized, it should havs been witnessed.
6th, each Sr,ooo. i
' htUrS’ Until
?iStIeS? and th/ ^U,LS ‘ n y ' went into the buildingfoi the purpose of
To give our distant readers some small idea oi it,
required by law,d dHtri« mn'lhe
—ist, jd, and 5th-jj
» ii.
1
of Deeds in said
1 district
.
h’LdaZ °! . wh° was wlth
had retired to bed. But t curing- some clothin. and waf
m se" we will attempt a faint sketch. On the upper wharf
h—ad, 3d, &'jth,esti!
. curing some clothing and was unable to es- and directly by the side of the ware-house before
September, which will be in the year of our Lord
1th, and 6th, will hi
| when all things became quiet, he placed a
mentioned as having been carried away, stood a
one thousand eight hundred and thirty one ; unless
cape.
Courant.
h, and jth—ist)5^
large building, used as an ice house, and containing,
"a vacancy shall occur by death, resignation or oth ) chair under the window in the room in which '
> 5th, and 6th-jd,ji
erwisc ; and the Register, thus chosen, shall enter they slept, and through the window he ascend- >
A correspondent, in reference to the pro at the time nearly one hundred cords of ide; Piled
30,5th, and 6th~fei
upon the duties of his office on the second Tuesday ed into the room. He then proceeded to the J posed lottery for the relief of Mr. Jefferson, against it on the wharf, and reaching to the street,
each gaw. Thetis
was five or six hundred-cords of .vood; This
of September next. And if it shall appear, upon bed, where were sleeping Mrs. Cason and
e drawn numbers,
suggests that it would be well to issue a wharf, with the formidable barriers updn it was
examination of the returns aforesaid, of the votes in
drawn numbers wile
said district, that no person has a majority thereof, Miss Cook (the young lady above alluded to,) scheme of 500,000 tickets, at one dollar each anxiously looked to, as forming the only possible
ckets having tbeytis
’ the same proceedings shall be had, as are by law and with the axe with which he supposed he and that they be distributed in each state, in protection to the property on the wharves below,
h be 850. Allöte
provided in other cases of vacancy, in the office of had killed his master, he having in his hand a proportion to the number of inhabitants, that and the vessels, five in number lying in the docks.
mbers, will be prizes’
If the barrier above were destroyed, it was seen
Register of deeds, in the several counties of the brand of fire, which he brandished about to
all parts of the Union, &, every class of people that all below must be swept away, Tlio sole
combination any e
State.
aid him in his fell purpose, gave his mistress may equally share in contributing to the re- tention of the hundreds of spectators, who viewed
»rizes of 85. Thefe,
Sect. 2. lie 0: further enacted, That the person
not either ofthedw
chosen under the provisions of this Act, as Register five or six blows on the head, perforating her f lief of the great author of the Declaration of with intense interest the approaching shock, w s
shall have drawn as
turned to this point. It came—the ice leaped twen
of deeds, for the district aforesaid, shall be subject skull in several places, through which her Independence.
an inferior one, fe
ty feet from the surface of the water upon the house
to the same rules, duties, requisitions and liabilities brains were discharged in considerable quan5 per cent and payik!
—it withstood the shock. Cake upon cake—mass
Incident by law to Registers of deeds, in the several tides, and cutting her temporal arteries so that
I
SUDDEN DEATH.
in bank bills generally!
upon mass, pressed upon the rear of the first—.still
counties ; and for recording all deeds or other in
Mr. Uriel Smith, while apparently in good health, it stood. A small schooner, which lay a few rods
t demanded in oneye.
struments, proper to be registered in his office, shall when she was found by her friends she was
be paid. This dar
recede the same fees, as are authorized by law for almost entirely destitute of blood—Mie whole and attending town meeting at Francistown, N. H. above, was dashed by the ice against the house, and
in the pew where he sat. in a moment was shattered to pieces, as easily as
e of tickets will jnsft
Regisbtìr»^f deeds, in the several counties of the presenting a scene indescribably horrible, and suddenly fell down deadabout
• •
'"j. r i
i
i
i*7
.
•
..«..jusv <a.uwuL vu u.cuia,rc an unan- one would crush an egg shell,—logs twenty feet in
826.
State.
s\
direful perhaps has been seldom, if imous vote for him, as town Clerk.
Clerk,
one more chreiul
length, and three feet in diameter, reared their
[Approved by the Governor, March 6,1826.]
the above splendid S
ever, witnessed in this country. Mrs* Cason
,, . .....................#—-----7whole length aad fell upon it—still it stood. For
umbers, may be ok
was
never
afterwards
heard
to
speak,
but
livA
Air.
Walker,
in
Fermoy,
has
raised
a
was never afterwards heard to speak, but liv
two minutes the conflict seemed doubtful—in two
1 bookstore. Persons'
AN ACT additional to ‘‘ an Act to establish a Reg
more it was decided. The barrier remained—and
:lass, signed by any e
istry of Deeds for the Western District of Lin ed till about ten o’clock, A. M. when she expir- croP °f Potatoes from Potatoe spring sprouts,
the great amount of property below was chiefly sav
ed. Mr. Cason, it is believed will recover.
call and exchanged?
coln county.”
ed. The breathless anxiety of the spectators dur
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Refire- I
post paid) enclosing;
EASTERN BOUNDARY.
The negro made his escape, all means to
ing this sublime scene can be more easily conceived
promptly attended it'
sentativesy in Legislature assembled, That, all secure him proved abortive, until Saturday
The following resolution has been passed than described; and a sudden shout of joy burst
deeds, extents, instruments and conveyances affect
6 J. DUNN, Portlr
forth when the’eareering mass sheered off from the
night the ’4th inst. when being decoyed from by the New-Brunswick Legislature
ing
the
passing
of
real
estate
situate
in
the
Western
K. REMICH, Kenne
contest. Attention was now turned to the compact
his
lurking
place,
he
was
shot
in
the
head.
'
“
Resolved,
That
it
is
expedient
that
a
joint
District of Lincoln county, and required by law to
mass of ice, logs, trees, lumber, &c. floating rapid
be recorded ; shall and may be recorded in the The negro is not yet dead, but he has not : address be prepared by the Council and the ly by, in the midst of which were imbedded five
Registry of Deeds for said County of Lincoln till the been heard to say any thing intelligibly.
House of Assembly, to His Majesty, on the schooners, hurrying to what appeared certain des
second Tuesday of September next.
subject of the boundary line, between this truction. The ice proceeded but a mile or two,
(Approved by the Governor March 8,1826.)
Province and the United States of America, when it was stopped by an unbroken field below,
r 1 .1
1
1-1
- _ 7 and jammed so as to cause the water to rise rapidly,
oted ITCH 0INTJ1
FROM THE GEORGIA JOURNAL.
AN ACT providingfor the organization of towns
and the encroachments
lately aLLUUipiCLl
attempted by
vu VI vauuiuwHQ IQCVIJ
UV to an unprecedented height in this village.
d the test againstatt
destitute of Town Officers.
Governor’Troup some time ago, through our !andagents of ‘he.States of Massachusetts
At six o’clock the water had risen thirteen feet
;h has been reduced fe
BE it enacted by the Senate, and House oj Rep,*
above the common high water mark. At seven it
Senators,
requested
that
the
President
of
the
United
anc
»yuaine,
on
the
hitherto
undisturbed
posresentatives in Legislature assembled, That in any
began to subside, and in 24 hours had fallen about
town, not organized by the choice of town officers, ,’ States would distinctly and unequivocally, make sessions and jurisdiction of this province.”
ALSO,
four feet; and no farther danger is apprehended^
or in any town which may hâve been so organized, known to him, whether the military force of the Uni
The loss estimated cannot now be ascertained ; but
irf 5 Billions II
avod arrainst
’iA e
employed
against the Ppnn
People
but shall be destitute of town officers, qualified to ted States would be emnl
FIRE KINDLED BY WATER !
it is thought, that, at, this place, it will not exceed
càll town meetings; any Justice of the Peace, for the of Georgia, to prevent the running of the dividing
s have been offered W
85000. The chief sufferers are R. H. Gardiner,
1 ne people ot this Village were awoke acounty in which such town shall be, may, on appli line between this State and Alabama. The answer
is exceeded the
Esq. and J. P Hunter & Co. The loss of the for
to
this
application
will
be
found
in
the
letter
of
Mr.
bout
two
o
’
clock
on
Sunday
morning
last
by
cation,
made
to
him
in
writing,
by
five
or
more
of
iprietor, which
mer is the warehouse which now stands in the dock,
scream offre, and the ringing of the bells.
the inhabitants of such town, qualified to vote in Barbour below.
led gement of their
and a considerable portion of the causeway across
town, affairs, issue his warrant, to some one of such
Department oj War, February Wth, 1826.
The fire proved to be in the lime house of the basin of the stream, which was pressed by thei
’ esteemed fortheir^
applicants, directing him, that, in manner by law
Gentlemen: I have the honor to acknowledge ?Mr. R. K. Page, adjoining his store. The ice several rods from its original position. The
prescribed for notifying town meetings, he notify
lartic in all cases*;
Messrs. Hunter have lost a great- number of logs;
the inhabitants of such town, qualified as aforesaid, the receipt ofyour letter of the 7th, which I submit- water had risen so as to flow in where the There were but few goods in the ware-house, and *
iafe,and snyereigoj
ted
to
the
President.
In
reply
I
am
instructed
to
i;
rnp
wklrk
i
i
to meet at such time and place, as may be in such say, that the uncertain posture of affairs in respect
i
,
d, which being thus slacked they were owned as we understand, in Augusta^
Hn the head, stomach
warrant appointed, for the choice of such town offi to the lands proposed to be surveyed, and through produced a combustion that in a few min- The other items of loss are a boat builder’s shop
>f appetite, dtzz*
cers, as towns are by law empowered to elect.
=v are likewise»*
which the dividing line referred to is to be run, ren- lutes
’*"" more would
u rhave ibeen
------ l fatal
J •’ to’ the
” ’build- belonging to Mr. Patten, which stood by the side of
[Approved by the Governor, March 6, 1826.]
es, removing obstruct
ders it unnecessary, if not improper, that any defin- ing. It
I,was
___ fofortunately extinguished without the ice-house, and was crushed by the ice and fogs
driven upon itthe fishing schooner of Mr. Enoch
and discharging
itive answer should be given to the questions,con- mUCh damage,
>
Hal, Gaz.
AN ACT altering the terms of the Court of Com tained in your letter at this time. The earliest:mo- .
Dill, utterly destroyed ¡—small quantities of salt in
on, restoring a M
~
mon Pleas in Lincoln County»
some of the lower stores ¡—wood, lumber, &c. and
inent which relieves the subject of these difficulties,
ibits. They are so*
BE it enacted by the Senate and Hoùse of Rep will be seized to furnish the most satisfactory an- |
1 hours, thattheym^:
An
attempt
j
x was made on the night
o--- of
-- the
___ some damage to one or two vessels, which now lie
resentatives in Legislature assembled, That, from swer which the circumstances of the case willjusti- 5th March to break into the post office at upon the wharves. Opposite this village, in Pitts
t any time of thefe
and after the fourth Tuesday of April next, the fy, and which will be guided by a wish to gratify Bangor Me.
ton, a large brig on the stocks, belonging to J> N. &
ance ofbusmess- W
Court of Common Pleas within and for the county both Georgia and Alabama, as far as is consktant
A. Cooper, was lifted from her blocks, but is not
® ’
effectual, that
of Lincoln, shall be held annually at Wiscasset, on with the other obligations of the Executive.
much injured—they also lost one or two small build
?ny other physic M
Eight or nine bushels of Green Peas were ings.
the fourth Tuesday of December; at Warren, on
I have the honor to be, your obedient servant,
ered with a ebeejj
the fourth Tuesday of April, and at Topsham, on
offered for^sale in Charleston market the 11th
At Hallowell the destruction was very great,—
JAMES BARBOUR.
the fourth Tuesday of August, instead of the terms
The particulars we cannot give, but the lowest esti
Hon. Thomas W. Cobb and J. Macpherson ’ March.
d Samaritan,
•How established by law.
mate of loss at that place, which we have heard
Berrien, Senate United States.
'
[Approved by the Governor, March 6, 1826.]
made, is twenty thousand dollars. It probably ex
HOPS.—A farmer in Middlesex county cultivated ceeds that sum. Thirty or forty families, we have
ALSO,
' five acres $ith hops the last year and sold the
AN ACT to establish the times of holding the Courts
Burning Paper—not money ! ! !—It appears crop for §2,200 or 8440 per acre. He plants 800 been told, were obliged to abandon their houses or
flee to the upper stouies. Augusta has also sufferof Sessions in the County of Penobscot.
lebrateà
BE it enacted by the ¡Senate and House of Rep i from a late Kentucky paper, that a general , hills to the acre.
ed severely, as has every town on the river more or
.
—
less. The Bridge at Waterville, we hear, is princi
resentatives in Legislature assembled, That, from burning of Paper Money, took place at Frank- j
On Friday last, the dwelling-house of Capt. pally destroyed. Two or three small bridges be
and after the passing of this Act, the Court of Ses ford, on Monday the 20th ult. The.Com-J
sions, within and for the county of Penobscot, shall mentator in speaking of the conflagration, -^-bner Eldridge, in Chatham, was consumed tween this and Augusta are so much injured as to
•bv the Pt«<
be held at Bangor, on the first Tuesdays in April : says—•“ At least three bushels of the most rag-; by Are. This accident was produced by fire be impassable.
)nie perso«
Some idea of the great pressure of the moving ice
and September, and on the second Tuesday in De ; ged of the rags, called commonwealth’s money, being conveyed away in ashes, put into a barreorgia»
£c
may be formed from the fact, that an elm tree jive
cember, annually, instead of being held at the times
? were burnt at the stake for their former of- - re^ *n
chamber.
N. Bedford Mer.
feet in diameter, situated in the ship yard of Capt. now established by law.
J. Tarbox, standing many feet from high water
(Approved by the Governor, March 6, 1826.)
.¡fences, on Monday last—masks, owls and!
)
~~~~
ill’s
I mark and protected by a high point of land above
Minervas, muses, temples, and false promises, I
ACCIDENT.
jit, was completely rooted from the earth,
DETROIT TOAST.
, all went to the flames
______
____________________
together.
” This burn- * t A Mr. Besse, of Wareham while on a hunt-!» The ice
Droxen iwq
ice is
is omy
only broken
twq or
or three
three miles
miles below
below
By Mr. J. O. Lewis.™Dam the Rivers— ing of paper was done in conformity to a res- ’ ing excursion had his scull so) badly
muuij nacLurcu
—» —
? is formed between this ¡wu
fractured 5? this-r-place,
and r
a darn
and
blast the Iron—sink the Coal Pits, and con- olution of the Legislature at the last Session, by the bursting of his gun. that his life is de- Han°weV9 wÎic’l
\s fought must remain some
sums the Manufactures of America.
' Thé amount burnt was 300,000 dollars*
1 spaired of.
” '
R.
^Xer^Xhe waieraud the
*rhr

I’?',30" disposed »*1
ll>ch will be ,, ÌR

Gotten
^OIEM T

Itch Oints

boc?;j
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present session, and since ibis impracticable now to
OHIO AND CHESAPEAKE CANAL.
“ Still, in the existing state of things, I owe it to
ascertain that amount, they think it inexpedient to myself, to my country, and to the world, solemnly to
We have heard it stated, says the Balti
agitate the question. The report was laid on the declare the sense in which the government of Hayti
more Patriot, that the report of the U. g
table and ordered to be printed.
accepted the ordonnance of the 17th April.
SATURI
.FIRST SESSION.
NINETEENTH CONGRESS«
“ Free and independent for 22 years, Hayti only Agents for ascertaining the practicability an(j
TUESDAY, MARCH 28.
saw in that ordonnance the application with respect estimating the costs of this work will be made
SENATE.
Mr. Webster, from the Committee on the Judic to her of a formality to legitimatize, in the eyes of in a few days : and that the' estimate of. ex.
MONDAY, MARCH 27.
iary, reported a bill to provide for making reports other nations, the government of a people who had penditure necessary to construct this / exten^ i fhefa»1 sa,iin?
The bill for the relief of the company of Rangers of the decisions of the Supreme Court; which bill constituted themselves sovereign. It is this formal
kearlyaynd2 '
under the command of Capt James Bigger ; & the was twice read and committed.
ity from which results the renunciation by the King sive canal, will not fall short of $30,000,000!
bill relative to the further relief of the purchasers of
Mr. Mitchell, of S. C. called up the joint resolu of France for himself and his successors, of all sove From tide water to Cumberland, Md. the ex< Eval London paP
Kve<l*‘Mercl
public lands in the state of Alabama, were passed tion submitted by him some days ago, proposing to reignty over the territory of the republic, which we pense is estimated at eight millions.
and sent to the House of Representatives.
close the present sesson of Congress on the 15th of have obtained for an indemnity, of which the first
f fapt.T'ee sta»
The bill making a compensation of $800 to Fran May next, but the house refused by a small major instalment has been piad, as will the others be punc
The editor of the Virginian,; remarkffiocis Larch©, of N. Orleans, for the loss of a negro ity to consider it.
tually. The present legislature, in declaring this in
man who was impressed into the service of the UThe engrossed bill entitled “An Act to provide demnity a national debt, have given a new guaran the proceedings had in the Senate of the U.
nited States, and killed at the battle of N. Orleans, for the employment of an additional naval force,” tee of the good faith of their government.
States, in relation to the Panama .Mission Lany 'faUares w
was ordered to a third reading.
was read the third time and passed.
“Thus there cannot exist, in the opinion of the says—“ It does appear to us that the conduct Ska,nonst
world, the least doubt that such is the only reasona
of the Senate, during the present session, has
TUESDAY, MARCH 28.
ble interpretation of the ordonnance recognizing the
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29.
Ln the former wc
The bill for the benefit of the incorporated Ken
The principal part of the day was spent in debate independence of Hayti—an interpretation, moreover been marked by a factious character which ¡2/1,200,000.«
tucky Asylum for the instruction of the Deaf and on Mr. McDuffie’s proposition to amend the Con in strict accordance with the preceding manifestos we have never before seen exhibited in that Goi<whm!dt;)Ìe
Dumb gave rise t© a good deal of desultory debate, stitution of the U. States ; in the course of which of this Government.”
body, and which must necessarily tend to de Uercom'bVhe
in which most of the members of the Senate partic-1 Mr. Hoffman and Mr. Cook expressed their views,
“Fellow citizens, the declaration of your Chief preciate it, both at home and abroad.”
■ short'■"ne^rt'h
ipated. It was opposed on the ground that Con and Mr. Barbour concluded the speech which he Magistrate is in harmony with your unalterable de
his house until tfi
gress had no power to dispose of the public lands commenced a few days ago. When, on motion of termination, which has been for a long time gener
Lateofmental d
ROBBERY.
except for purposes affecting the general welfare Mr. Bartlett, (who has the floor) the committee ally known. Preserve the attitude by which you
’ of his dissolution
and that it was the same thing as a donation to a rose and reported progress, and the House adjourn obtained the rank you now hold. Let loyalty al
Mr. Henry Kretzjnger, of West Manches I in the head.
private individual. To this it was replied, that ed.
ways characterize your transactions and intercourse ter, Penn, was attacked in the road, on the
Ì A numerous w
Congress had a right to make any disposition of the
with foreign nations. Increase your exertions in the
11th ult. knocked down and wounded in sev* [traders, took pm
public lands it thought proper—that a similar grant
cultivation of your lands; industry will give you
'nthe23d,”occ
THURSDAY, MARCH 30.
had been made to the Asylum in Connecticut, and
The House went into committee of the whole on the means of increasing your exchanges, and you eral places on his head, with a sword; he
that it was an object deserving of the donation pro the state of the Union, when Mr, Bartlett, of New will know better how to appreciate the blessings of laid about three hours before he was sufficient
posed to be given.—The bill was passed to a third Hampshire, and Mr. Cook, of Illinois, addressed the liberty. Have the greatest respect for the laws and ly recovered to walk home. The robber ob
reading.
Committee on the resolutions t© amend the Costitu- for the functionaries who are their organs, that con tained only twtnty-five cents, and a plug of to
tion. Mr. McDuffie then observed, that he had ex fidence and respect which are due to them. Never
the commerce
bacco.
pected and intended, according to the understand lose sight of the fact that Union and Concord will
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29.
I vcre of such ur
always
be
your
greatest
strength.
Always
enter

The bill from the other House, providing for the ing yesterday, to have addressed the Committee to
[ early interpose
VICTIM OF QUACKERY.
employment of an additional Naval force for the day in reply to the several gentlemen who had spok tain the purest love for your country, and may your
We have been furnished with a statement of fach ’ Some failures
protection of commerce, was after debate, ordered en in opposition to the resolutions—but as the re grateful hearts pay daily tributes of homage to the
to a third reading tomorrow.
marks of the gentleman from New-Hampshire had Supreme Being for the protection which he grants in relation to a death which recently occurred in not of such a r
The bill to authorize the State of Pennsylvania to greatly exceeded the time anticipated, he must de you.
this county, which calls loudly on the proper author . would make the
“ Soldiers, in charging you to be particularly ity to suppress a system of practice that literally ! matter of public
lay out and make a Canal through the U. States’s fer his reply till to-morrow.
Some conversation then took place between watchful in defence of your country, it does not ab consigns victims to a premature grave. Captain [Times, the day,
public land near Pittsburg, was considered, and or
Messrs. Bartlett, McDuffie, and Webster, the result solve you from the obligations which I have recount Gideon Dennison, of the town of Knox, died on the ' prehension for si
dered to be engrossed for a third reading.
of which was<that an effort should be made to close ed. You have already shown the effect of valor 18th inst. aged 3.3 years ; he was taken ill with the I quietly than coi
this discussion to-morrow. The Committee rose on when guided by patriotism. Shew yourselves, un prevailing influenza, and called upon one of the pa F and the amount
THURSDAY, MARCH 30.
Agreeable to notice given, Mr. Holmes asked and motion of Mr. McDuffie, and the House adjourned. der all circumstances, faithful to honor and duty. I tent steam doctors in his neighbourhood, who, it | very extensive e
commit my glory to your keeping, as I place my seems has been patented to kill or cure under the I not very great.
obtained leave to bring in a bill supplementary to
happiness in the glory of my country.
the act for the government and regulation of sea
Thompsonian system, who commenced his high I The Manheir
FRIDAY, MARCH 31.
“
Given
at
the
National
Palace,
Port
au
Prince,
men in the merchant service, which was read twice
pressure operations by means of hot stones, hot nnder the head
The principal part of the day was occupied in de
and referred to a Select Committee..
bate.on the proposed amendment to the Constitu the 5th of March, 1826, and the 23d of Indepen drops, lobelia emetics, &c. See. which soon threw | that there has b
“ BOYER.”
him into a state of delirium, and in spite of the tears ¡ cities of Europe
tion in reference to the election of President and dence.”
and entreaties of his family^ persisted in his applica [ by the Russian 2
FRIDAY, MARCH 31.
Vice President of the United States—and Mr. Mc
The Senate was engaged in Executive business Duffie addressed the House at great length on the
tion for about three days, when a Physician was I may believe son
Prom the Alexandria Gazette of Saturday.
the principal part of the day.
called, but too late to stay the effects of the poison 1 the manner in v
subject. After some explanatory observations by
Storm !•—We learn from Washington, that that
Mr. Everett, and Mr. Trimble having obtained the place was yesterday visited with one of the most which had been administered. The back and sides 40 Cossacks ha
cattle. The 1
floor for this day, the House adjourned.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
dreadful storms of wind experienced for many years. of the victim, were literally covered with blisters, ; arms, killed sei
OSES
and there was not a doubt on the minds of those who
From
various
sources,
we
learn,
that
one
of
the
SATURDAY, MARCH 25.
j the others to re
MAXX> ARTXCS.ES
South windows of that part of the Capitol, occupied were present but that he was burnt to death. By turning to their
A bill dirécting the transmission of the unclaimed
this means his parents have been deprived of their
by
the
House
of
Representatives,
was
blown
in,
and
dividends of public stock, to the several Commis
I the death of th
From the New- York Gazette.
both Flags carried away—-a work-shop in the Capi principal stay in their advanced age, his relationàof [ geance. This <
sioners of Loans, &c. was read twice.
a
dear
companion,
and
society
of
a
worthy
mem

tol yard blown down ; also a Methodist Church
PANAMA MISSION.
the troops : 80(
INTERESTING FROM HAYTI.
several carriages and a waggon load of hay, were ber.—Albany Daily Advertiser.
Mr. M’Lane reported a bill making appropria
> fell on the Tur
By the brig Mazzinghi, arrived yesterday from turned, over—some houses in the immediate vicinity
tions for carrying into effect the appointment of a
; ber and return«
NOAH WEB STERNS APPEAL.
Port-au-Prince, we have received (through com of the Washington bridge, were injured severely, in
1 the fermentati»
Mission to the Congress of Panama.
mercial friends) papers and extracts from letters one of which, a child lost its life by the falling of a
A long communication has been published in the 1 geance.
Mr. Crowninshield from the Committee on For
to the 12th inst. We have also been favored with chimney—part of the railing of the bridge was also Sonnecticut Journal,, by Noah Webster, setting
“ There has ’
eign Relations, made a report on the Message of the
the annexed proclamation of President Boyer, by blown down.
forth his claims to the patronage of the the public,
■ oftkePruth
President in relation to the invitations given to the
which he refuses to ratify the Commercial Trea
on
account
of
his
numerous
efforts,
to
disen

In
this
place
we
are
happy
to
say,
the
violence
of
United States to be represented at the Congress
sacks pursued <
ty with France, as recently concluded by the Hay- the storm was not felt. The wind blew fresh, but thral his country from a dependence on foreign
| the conspiracy,
about to be held at Panama.
tien Deputies with the French Government. A no damage was experienced.
opinions and authority, in matters of literature. He has passed tha
The report is long, and concludes as follows :—
letter which we have perused remarks in allusion
states, that seven miZZiona of his spelling book have gancies which t
“ As our attendance at the Congress, instead of
to this subject, that the proclamation was received
been published, and that probably two thuds of all which spoke of
NASHVILLE, (TENN.) MARCH 10.
being prejudicial to the public interests, is, in the
with general joy by the inhabitants, but excited
The river has risen to a height seldom known be the inhabitants of the United States have received
judgment of the Committee, a measure of the most
quite a different feeling among the Frenchmen at fore. An immense extent of country on both sides the rudiments of their education, from the use of ■ nople, without'
obvious political expedience ; as it is stipulated to Port-au-Priece.
is overflowed, and much damage has been done by this book. He notices several imitations of his plan ; Calcutta pa]
bring into no hazard the neutrality of the United
The French frigate Medee, of 48; the sloop the carrying away of fences, produce, and even hous which have been published in New-York, in which ! ceived in Engl
States ; as all fears of an entangling alliance have
I for thirty day
Hebe, of 22, and the brigantine Fleche, of 16 guns, es. Nashville is converted into a peninsula, the he has detected sixty or seventy pages of his
been shown to be unfounded ; in a word, as the Con
were lying at Port-au-Prince, and the Surprise of 16 low grounds both above and below, being inundated. book, given without any credit to the trqg^sttthor, commanders »
gress will be regarded, by the Executive of the Uguns was daily expected. The frigate Antigone of
and concludes, by informing the public^ffiat he has I who were aboi
nited States, as purely a consultative meeting ; and 42 guns, sailed on the 9th for Brest. She had been Some of the principal avenues to the town, which in
finished his great dictionary, having visited Eng I went, of peace
as the objects of consultation are of primary impor waiting some time for a large amount of specie, ordinary times are comfortably passed by foot pas land,
for thè purpose of ascertaining, whether
sengers,
are
now
covered
with
water
.
twenty
We find not!
tance to the country, the Committee on Foreign Af
which-it was said she was to carry home, but took or thirty feet deep. Secure upon our elevated Walker is considered there the standard of ortheo- I relative to the
fairs are of opinion that the Mission to Panama as a substitute the Proclamation !
rock, we can look down with sympathy, but without py. That he found no certain standard there, that
ought to receive the sanction, of the House of Rep
The papers
Considerable anxiety existed at Port-au-Prince apprehension, upon our suffering neighbors, who are the pronunciation of many classes of words, as mar
resentatives, and they accordingly recommend the
I bates in the Bi
for the arrival of the British Consul General, Mr. driven from their dwellings, and some of whom are ked by Walker, is not warranted by any respecta
adoption of the following resolution :
Paris paper
Charles McKenzie, (a man of color) who was to sail compelled to witness the very serious injury, if not ble practice in that country, and that he can select a
“ Resolved,. That in the opinion of the House, it
from Portsmouth on the 18th of January. This ap the entire destruction, of much of their property. thousand words from Walker’s dictionary, marked - don, but their
is expedient to appropriate the funds necessary to
pointment, which was considered in England
enable the President of the United States to send as a master stroke of policy, was viewed in quite a The river has been constantly and rapidly rising for for a pronunciation, which no man would venture to' ' Letters iron
nearly three weeks, and has not probably, even yet, use in decent society there. He prefers Jones’ Dic
was prevailing
Ministers to the Congress of Panama.
different light in Port-au-Prmcè. The Hay tien attained its acme.
tionary to any other British publication, and would L Egyptian troo
[The report was referred to the Committee of
Government would, we learn, have been better
recommend it to all who cannot be satisfied-with an I Letters fron
the whole on the State of the Union, and Mr.
pleased if the colored skin had been left out of the
American work.—Salem Observer.
WINDSOR, (VT.) MARCH 27.
Crowninshield gave notice, that he should move for
; the stock-pani
question, not from prejudice, but from an impres
ANOTHER ERESHET
its consideration on Friday; but on a suggestion of
—Danish stoc
sion thaç the British Ministry considered a white man
In
consequence
of
the
warm
weather
and
heavy
The New-York papers mention the death of Mrs-* were however
Mr. Webster, who remarked that the bill for ad
too good for them.
fall
of
rain
during
the
past
week,
and
particularly
Dale, wife of Charles A. Dale, Esq. (formerly Mrs.
justing the Claims of Massachusetts would proba
The Duke i
Andrew Armstrong, Esq. U. S. Commercial A- on Friday night last, the streams in this quarter Robert Fulton.) To this lady the world is much
bly occupy the attention of the House on that day,
17th Februar)
gent for Hayti, is a passenger in the Mazzinghi.
were swollen to an uncommon height. Indeed, so indebted, for when Fulton was worn down with ex
he altered the time for calling up the report to Mon
great has been the destruction of bridges, mills, &c. ertions in bringing his steam power into practicali 1 patches were
day week.]
J
on the 4th M?
PROCLAMATION.
that we have not room for a particular enumeration use, and was shrinking with the sensibility of genius
Some conversation ensued on the subject of the pri
Pean Pierre Boyer, President of Hayti.
It was. curi
of
the
losses
already
heard
of.
All
the
principal
from
the
sneers
of
the
ignorant
and
the
incredulous,
ority of calling up the bill and report on the above
lected the Du
“Haytiens—-The power with which I am in bridges on Quechee River, the new bridge, and sev she soothed his wounded feelings, and encouragedi
subject, which stopped, on. the suggestion of the
vested by the Constitution, and the confidence repo eral others on White River, all the bridges, and the him to goon with alacrity, and cheered him withI I theCoronatio
Chair, that the Committee of the whole,.would
sed in me, in the most trying occasions, have created grist-mill of Mr. Jeremiah Hubbard, on Mill-brook, the brightest visions of triumphant success—and
Court of Rusi
think opened, pursue such course as it might, itself,
an obligation to advise you, at all times, of every betweemthis and Reading, we understand are swept her faith has been fully rewarded. The religion of
Private lett
when fit.
thing that I have done for your happiness, and the away. The Connecticut is unusually high, and con every age has been deeply indebted to the ardor
commanders
MASSACHUSETTS CLAIM.
preservation of the rights you have so gloriously ac tinues to rise at the time our paper is going to press. and perseverance of woman ; and now philosopny
ia the prison
The House having postponed other orders of the quired.
The roads are rendered almost impassable. We may boast of her as an help-meet in the first and
conspiracy.
day, resolved into Committee on the bill making
“My proclamation of the UthJuly, 1825^ inform learn from Wethersfield, that Capt. John Sherwin noblest invention of all times.
Bost. Gaz.
The Russi
provision for the allowance of this claim*
ed you of the result of the négociations concluded in lost 80 valuable merinos—Which were swept out of
left London f
Mr. Hamilton explained the principles and- quali this Capitol with the Envoys of his Christian- Maj his barn-yard by the flood.
the Courier c
There seems to be some prospect that the bank-'
fications of the claims as settled by the Military esty.—In accepting the act which recognized the
Committee.
rupt bill now before Congress may pass.—It is in a
-conversation.
independence of Hayti, we were aware of the uncer
THE LATE MAIL ROBBERY.
better shape now than it has been before. It was
Mr. Davis, of Mass, supported, and Mr. Houston tainty of its contents. We at once foresaw the di
George the
We learn from the American of this morning that
of T. opposed the bill.
of the gout.
versity of interpretation that might be given toit; one of the mail drivers who had been arrested on absurd to confine it the merchant exclusive!)7that
he who bought and sold good$. should take advan
At five o’clock, on motion of Mr. Dwight, the but we should have considered it injurious to tfre
The Couri»
Committee rose, reported progress, and the House French Government to attribute it to other thoughts suspicion of being concerned in the late mail robbe tage of the act, and the man ruined by endorsing
ley Murray,
ry,
has
confessed
the
crime,
and
also
the
whole
ar

adjourned.
year of his aj
and intentions, than those which iri a declaration of rangement by which the robbery was committed. this very merchant’s notes by which his credit was
extended, and to a certain extent secured, should
tai faculties.
this nature,.could honor and immortalize the sove It appears that four persons were concerned, two
be under perpetual thraldom, was doubly abused.
/
MONDAY, MARCH 27.
reign who prpclaimed them.
The Gia
drivers and two others. On the day of the robbery, Fifty thousand enterprising men, deserving a better
A variety of private petitions were presented and
“ The interests and rights of a country are so dear
which contaii
referred. Mr. Thompson, of Pennsylvania, from and sacred as not always to be submitted to the will the drivers and one of the accomplices sat on the fate, excluding the rogues and cheats, are now tram
bers to the A
the Select committee who were instructed to consid of interpretation. My duty impelled me to claim front of the stage, the mail bag being under their melled, and made useless, or perhaps burdens on
Anew MS
feet.
They
unlocked
the
portmanteau,
cut
open
society,
fqr
the
want
of
a
just
bankrupt
act.
The
er the expediency of fixing a time for the ad distinct explanations, and I accordingly demanded
the letter bag, and as the stage proceeded, they nation will come to their senses at last.
tied The Tht
tt.
journment of the present session of Congress, and them.
dropped on the road such letters as they supposed
on the evenin
for the commencement of the next session, made a
“ The Commissioners whom T accordingly clothed
, and unanime
detailed report on the subject, accompanied by a with the necessary powers, and who were also char of value. The fourth accomplice being on horse
Rural Sport and Sagacity.—A Grotton cor
. Byaretun
schedule of the private bills, which in the opinion of ged with the regulation, in France, of the bases of back behind the stage, took up the dropped letters
rtappears th
the Committee ought to be finally disposed of the commercial relations of the two countries, have re and put them into a bag provided for the purpose. respondent informs us, that a few days since,
cultivation ir
present session. The report concludes with the turned. They have exerted |hemselves for the —When approaching a house where the stage stop two lads, from 10 to 12 years of age, the
ped/, the portmanteau was locked, and all things
declaration, that it is impossible to foresee, with suffi worthy accomplishment of their mission ; but they
sons of Capt. Thomas Farnsworth, being at
, Great dist
cient certainty, what time may be occupied on some have not obtained that which they were specially appeared secure. The whole transaction took place play, and seeing three, wild Geese light in the
districts,
between
Philadelphia
and
Newport.
—
Balt.
Gaz.
of the important measures now before the House, charged to demand. The essential clauses of the
wereabsolut
Nashua river, crept through the bushes, and
and about to come before it, and therefore it is not Convention not being precisely conformable with
°n which w;
unperceived by the geese, plunged into the
THOMAS JEFFERSON.
advisable, at present, to, fix a day for the termi the interests of Hayti, prudence requires that noth
pasted up in
nation of the session. An opinion is expressed ing should be concluded in this affair, in the well
A public meeting was held at Baltimore on Satur water, which was six feet deep, brought out
Serious dis
that the private bills brought in to authorise the pay grounded hope that ulterior explanations will pro day last, the object of which was to adopt resolu two of them, and carried them home alive to
neld, occasia
ment of claims against the Government, ought all duce the desired result.
tions for the relief of the sage of Monticello, by a the surprise of their parents and friends.
Portion of th(
to be decided before the rising of the session. This,
“ I am far from prejudging any thing against the general subscription. It is understood that he will
had been re«
Centinel.
the common obligations of integrity between debt loyalty Of the French ministry ; time will doubtless accept such sums of money as may be obtained in
graded the
or and creditor demand at the hands of the National clear up, to the satisfaction of both parties, the inv this way.
——
oience. Th»
Legislature, and ought not to be refused. On the portant points respecting which it is our duty to ex
aid,
The person supposed to have robbed Mrs.
A Spanish colonel, several officers, and other in
subject of an earlier meeting of the next session, the ercise the most scrupulous attention. Neverthe
dividuals, who had been expelled from Cuba, on ac Phillips of five hundred dollars, as advertised
. The Pubi
committee say, that the propriety of fixing a day less, I shall always feehbound to fulfil my obliga
count of their supposed republican principles, and some weeks since, has been committed for
iach that th
for the commencement of the next session, prior to tions, because good faith should always be the prin
who had lately proceeded to Vera Cruz, for the
^eare strui
the day appointed by the constitution depends upon cipal rule of conduct for those who direct the helm
purpose of seeking an asylum in Mexico, were sub trial before the Municipal Court. He was
^owninpf
, the amount of unfinished business at the close of the of state..
Bost». P®1
sequently ordered off by the Mexican Government. .arrested in Bethel, Me,
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FJSHY LATE FROM ENGLAND.

The fast sailing ship Albion, Lee, arrived at this
port early yesterday morning from London, 26th
February, and 21 days from the Downs. By this ar
rival London papei’s to the 6th of March have been
received at Merchants’ Hall.
Bos. Gaz.
Capt. Lee states that the distress arising from the.
numerous failures in London was very great, confi
dence in a great measure lost, and very little sale
; *e 1 anatna fc¿a for any article of merchandize. There had been
many failures in February, and the beginning of
0 us that the
; Posent session 2 March, among them the extensive house of Gold'
lous cb*4 amicht & Co. and Perreing 8c Co. The claims up
:en Whited il on the former were stated to be, and not contradict
ed, ¿1,200,000, and the assets ¿800,000. Mr. L. A.
Goldschmidt, the principal in the concern, was so
'' and
and abroid^
abfnnJ W 10^J flVercomc ky the misfortune as to cause his death a
1
short time after. From the time of the stoppage of
his house until the hour of his death, he was in a
state of mental distraction. The immediate cause
Maj of his dissolution was the bursting of a blood vessel
ln
read,»! in the head.
'and'’oundedii; A numerous meeting of merchants, bankers and
id’ w‘t11 a sword A traders, took place at the Mansion House, London,
on the 23d, “ occasioned by the increasing distress in.
a°re he was soffia the commercial world.” The Lord Mayor presi’[ded. The meeting resolved to send a memorial Xc
”ethe first iordiff the treasury, showing that the dis
ts> and aA<iI tress
and difficulties in all matters connected with
:| the commerce and, manufactures of the country
^1 were of such urgent importance as to require the
UACKERY.
I: 1 early interposition of the Legislature.
... J
Some failures occurred in London on the 4th, but
Xith a stateme>itofk
'h recenti?
■(occurred^ not ()‘ suc^ a ran^ *n
commercial world, as
ly on the properauthor.^ ’W°uld make the event, or the disclosure of names, a
1 practice that feAri matter
matter of
of public
public interest.
interest. On
On the
the whole,
whole, says
says the
the
nature^ grave. CapujK Times, the day, which has been looked for with apVn of Knox, diedontp prehension
nr|1^ns’nn For
nasued over fnv
for same
some time nast.
past, passed
far mnrp
more
i was taken ill with fe quietly than could have been anticipated by any,
Ued upon oneofthep^ and the amount of bills dishonored, allowing for the
neighbourhood,
very extensive engagements that became due, was
kill or cureundert not very great.
commenced hisd ! The Manheim Gazette has the following «.u.vxv
article
-ans of hot stones,nnder the head of Russia
Our readers know
®cc. which soon thnv: that there has been a report in all the commercial
and in spite of theteau cities of Europe, of an attack of the Turks, made
persisted in hisapp»by the Russian armies of their own accord. If we
when a Physician «in may believe some private letters, the following is
he effects of the poi^i the manner in which the affair happened. About
d. The backandsiw 40 Cossacks had crossed the Pruth to take some
covered withblistenu cattle. The Turks forming the cordon took up
1 the minds of thosewhi arms, killed seven or eight Cossacks, and obliged
vas burnt to death, h the others to repass the river. The latter on re
been deprived of tkii turning to their camp, made a loud complaint of
ted age, his relatioO the death of their comrades, and demanded ven
ty of a worthy 1« geance. This event caused a great sensation among
:ser.
: the troops : 800 or 900 Cossacks crossed the river.,
fell on the Turks, of whom they killed a great num
APPEAL
her and returned contented to their camp, where
> been published ini'1 the fermentation was allayed by this act of venoah Webster, setii! ^e.a.ILc,?
.
,
.
c .
“ 1 here has been another version of the passage
1 age ofthe the pitt
us efforts, to tf‘)l of the Pruth. It has since been said that the Cos
lependence on foni/' sacks pursued one of the individuals implicated in
tters of literature..« the conspiracy. What is certain is, that nothing
his spelling bookha? has passed that could give ground for the extrava
gancies which the journals have published, one of
^bich spoke of 50,000 on their march to Constanti^hout the orders of their Sovereign.”

w.

al imitations ofliijfl! i Calcutta papers to the. 3d October had been re
n New-York, in rtiq ceived in England. They state that an armistice
renty pages oihis'J for thirty days had been concluded between th^.
idit to the tmMj'n commanders of the British and Burmese tropps
the public^/hatheM who were about to negotiate for the re-establishy, havirwvisitedjffl meat, of peace and amity.
ascertaining, white
gn(j nothing in the papers, worth extracting,
:he standard of orW relative to the affairs of the Greeks.
tin standard there,«:
. , .r, . _
lasses of words, as» . Th? PaPe™ ?re Principally occupied with the de•auted by anv rap'1 bates ,n the Br,t'sh Parliament.
and that hecanseWi
?ar’s papers to the 3d had been received in Lon;r’s dictionary, matfU <lon, but their contents were not important.
oman would ventiii!!
Letters from Corfu mention that the dysentery
He prefers Jones’was prevailing, to a considerable extent, among the
publication, and
Egyptian troops.
mot be satisfied with
Letters from Hamburg to the 25th Feb. state that

iserver.
h

ention the death wM
ile, Esq; (formerlyB .
idy the world is I
'as worn down witliC
1 power into pracfalj
the sensibility ofrf
int and the incred<
slings, and encort
and cheered him #
imnphant success-»
irded. The religion« I
indebted to the a||<d
1; and now pbiHyi
»-meet in the first rcP

the stock-panic from England had extended there
—Danish stock fell 3 per cent, and Russia 5 ; there
were however no failures.
The Duke of Wellington arrived at Berlin on the
17th February, on his way to St. Petersburg. Des
patches were forwarded to the Duke from London
on the 4th March.

Paris papers of the 1st Mar. mention the failure of
• he houses of Krehlinger & Co. of Berlin, the prin
cipal partner of which was a director of the royal
bank.—The house of Beneke, which has also failed,
is said to be deficient to the extent of about 120,000/.
Sir Walter Scott had become embarrassed, by
the failure of an extensive book-selling establish
ment at Edinburgh.
The London as well as the Liverpool Corn Ex
change, was well stocked—a general dulness per
vaded the market.
A meeting was held in London on the 6th Feb. to
concert measures for bringing Cobbett into Parlia
ment, Sir P. Beevor in the chair ; when resolutions
were passed to raise subscriptions to promote that
object.
The Coronation of the Emperor Nicholas of Rus
sia, is to place in May.
A letter from Washington, states, that Henry R.
Warfield, Esq. member of the last Congress from
Maryland, has been appointed Charge des Affaires
to Peru ; and that Mr. Bradish, of New-York, has
been appointed to the same station at Stockholm, in
the place of the late Col. Somerville.

SHXE* NEWS.

KENNEBUNK, APRIL 8.
ENTERED.

April 3-—Sloop Packet, Grant, Boston—Schooner
Washington, Perkins, do.
CLEARED.

April 3—Schr. Washington, Perkins, Portland.
MEMORANDA.

At Havre, Feb. 27th, American, Moran, New Or
leans ; March 1st, Mordecai, Charleston.
At Havana, March 12, Clarissa, Piper, Boston, 4.
Advt. at New Orleans, xoth ult. ship General Pike,
Cole, of Kennebunk, for Amsterdam.
- Sailed from Hampton Reads, 23d ult. ship Sarah
Thornton, Storer, of Saco, for Cowes,
The Union, Smith, of this port, sailed from Liver
pool, Feb 9, for Charleston.
The Barbara, Henchman, fm Charleston, Jan. 12,
passed Deal Feb. 28, and put into Ramsgate, to repiar, having, on the 6th, off Western Islands, lost fore
topmast, jibb boom bulwarks, &c in a gale.
The schrs. Messenger and Union Packet are em
ployed under the direction of Col John Benson in en
deavoring to raise the brig Somers, sunk near York
ledge.

The Greek cause, if we can credit the late re
ports, wears a more favorable aspect. They have
performed prodigies of valor ; and if they had any
The sch. Midas, Patterson, of Saco, for Boston sail
nation to give them union and succour for a while,
there is no doubt they/ would revive, with the spirit, ed from Havana March 12, and on the night of the
24th at a quarter before 11, it being very dark, and
much of the taste and intelligence of former ages.
wind a gale from S. by E. the sch’r struck on the
Bost. Gaz.
south side of Block Island, and bilged in five minutes
Affairs look rather squally in Russia. Perhaps —the captain and one man got on shore four hours
this is all right. The fever of internal commotions after, and the remainder of the people about 6 o’clock
will repress a love of conquest.—If all was quiet, next morning, saving nothing but the clothes they
settled, regular and energetic in that great country, had on—the vessel w nt nearly to pieces in a few
the rest of Europe would be in constant danger of hours—the foresail, topsail, jibs, some of the fore rig
ging, long boat, anchors, &c. were saved, but none of
being overrun.
7$.
the cargo except several hundred pairs of boots and
shoes, of which articles, as well as of some of the rig
“ THE GREAT UNKNOWN” no longer un
ging, one of the anchors, &c. they ere plundered of
known—We have seen a letter from London, dated
by some of the inhabitants. Capt. P. got over to
the 14th of February, which mentions that Sir
WALTER SCOTT bad acknowledged himself Newport on Friday evening, and made a report to the
(under oath) the Author of the Waverly Novels Collector, who was to , -roceed in the Cutter on Satur
It is already known, that the author of these Nov day morning, to Block Island to endeavor to secure
els was a large creditor of the House of Constable & some of the property which had been saved.

Co. of Edinburgh, which failed some time since.
VESSELS SPOKEN.
In proving this claim. Sir Walter was obliged to
Jan. 28, lat. 49, ion. 14, brig Agenoria, 39 days
acknowledge himself the author of these works.
from Charleston for Cowes.
N. K Gaz.
22d ult. lat. 38, Ion 70, brig Volant, of Kennebunk,
48 hoars from Hampton Roads, for Barbadoes.
PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT.
29th lat 39, 25, Ion. 65, 30, brig Florida, Bourne,
By a letter from the Hon. Mr. Holmes, published
in the last Eastern Argus, it appears that govern of Kennebunk, from Providence for New-Orleans.
ment have ordered Mr. Clinton, one of the Topo
Portland, April 4.—Ar. sch. Rebecca, Cobb,
graphical Engineers, into Maine, to make surveys.
61 He is to commence in a survey to ascertain the (late Howell,) Point Petre, 22d Feb. and St. Thomas,
practicability of a Canal between Merry-Meeting 6th ult. Markets dull, and colonial produce high, at
^nd Casco Bays. He is then to survey the proposed Point Petre.—yth, ar. sch. Henry, Jacmel, 29 days.
Canal route from the Kennebec at Gardiner, to the Left, 6th ult. brig Ospray, Miller, of Kennebunk, for
Trieste, in 18 days.
Androscoggin and these two rivers.”
Saco, March 28—Sailed, sloop Enterprize, S. GillOn Tuesday evening, at about half past 11 o’clock, patrick, for Boston, lumber ; 30th, sch. Packet, S.
fire broke out in a Glass Manufactory in South Hartley, Boston, lumber ; sloop Charles, Gillpatrick,
Boston. By the spirited exertions of our fellow cit for Newburyport, do ; schs Columbia, Benson New
izens it was soon extinguished, though not till after York ; Sally, Tarbox, Boston ; Sloop Ortho, Ben
considerable damage had been done to the building, son, do ; sch. Marcia, Young, do—Ar. at Winter
Harbor, brig Tropic, Proctor, from Havana, for Port
Statesman.
land ; Sailed, sch. Ossipee, Emmons, Boston.
Ar. April 2d, sch. Union, Farris, from Portland ;
TOWN MEETING.
Sally,. Tarbox, from Boston; America, T. Benson
The annua! town meeting for the choice of Town from New York ; sloop Levant, Taylor from Chatham
Officers, was held in this town on Monday last. Maj. in Ballast.
Portsmouth, March 30—Sailed, sch. Harriet,
Horace Porter was chosen Moderator.
Hart, Jeremie : Dove, Tucker, Eastport; Ap. 3, ar.
. Town C/erA- —Timothy Frost.
sch. Harriet, Flanders, 9 days from Alexandria ; 4th,
.Town Treasurer.—Joseph Moody, Esq,
Selec^nen. Assessors and Overseers of the floor.— Ar. Packet sloop Eliza-Ann, Nickerson, 4 days from
New York.
Nathaniel Jefferds, Joseph Hatch, and Jere. Lord.

......

>

Newburyport, April 1—Ar. sloop Charles, Gill
Constable and Collector.—Samuel Littlefield, jr.
patrick, Saco, lumber ; 2d, ar. schs. Eliza and Radius,
Town 'Agent.—Edward E. Bourne.
Visiting School Committee.—Rev. N. H. Fletcher, Lord, York ; Echo, Dunnels, Wells, lumber.
Rev. J. Roberts, Joseph Dane, Edward E. Bourne,
Salem, April 3—Ar. ship Caroline, Dewing, from
James Titcomb.
N. York, via Vineyard ; barque Amelia, from Glou
cester; to go on the rail-way.
Massachusetts Election.—The General
Boston, April 5—Cleared, sch. New Packet, Ran
Election in Massachusetts took place on Monday kins, Weds ; sloop Norman, Coffin, Castine.
Holmes Hole, April 5—Ar. and sailed, Columbia,
lastvery little interest was incited, compared
Benson, of oaco, for N. York; Marcia, Young, from
with former elections. From the votes received,
do. for do.
there is no doubt of Gov. Lincoln’s re-election, by a
2d.—Ar. sch. Industry, Faller, Richmond, for
large majority. Thomas L. Winthrop is also prob Kingston, 8 days from the Capes: Sailed in co. with
sch. Lucinda, for Saco.
ably re-elected Lt. Goevrnor.
New York, April 1 and 2—Ar. brig Leo, Morrell,
of Kennebunk, N. Orleans, and 21 days from the Balize ; Columbus, Lake, of Portsmouth, N. H. from
do. 23 from the, Balize.
Norfolk, March 27.—Ar. sch. Rising Sun, Silver,
MARRIED.—In Eliot, Mr. Hall Ham, of Dover,
5 days from Salem. At Sewall’s Point, brig Missiona
to Miss Sarah Furbish.
In Exeter, Mr. Thomas J. Marsh to Miss Martha ry, Wise, of Kennebunk, from up James River for
B. Davis -On the same evening, by Rev. Mr. Holt, Boston.
Wilmington, N. C. March 22, brigs Cleared
Mr. Samuel H. Marsh, jun. to Miss Nancy F. Davis
Corsair, Darrell, and Cadmus, Perkins, Porto Rico.
—[brothers and sisters.]

7i?nmcnt,Ti

It was. currently reported that the King had se
lected the Duke of Devonshire to represent him at
the Coronation of the Emperor Nicholas, at the
Court of Russia.
Private letteas from St. Petersburg mention 35
commanders of corps, or superior officers, who were
in the prison of that capital, on account of the late
conspiracy.
s<
Bwt. Gii
The Russian Ambassador, Count Lieven, had
left London for St. Petersburg ; his departure, says
DIED—In Saco, on the 30th ult. Miss Mary Ha'rospeetthat tliej* t the Courier of the 3di is the subject of much idle ley, aged 21.
may pasí.-Itü'l conversation.
In Baltimore, Miss Catharine Miller, aged 33.—
. L.
Ittf I Cipnrorp*
George the Fourth had had another severe attack She took, by mistake, one swallow of corrosive subli
.1 of the gout.
hant exclusively
mate, which terminated her life in 8 days.
The Courier of the 23d contains the death of Lindshould take sd
In England, of paralysis, Mr. Incledon, the vocal
m ruined by en«'l( ley Murray, at his house at Holdgate, in the 81st ist.
y which his credity year of his age, and in the full possession of his men
In Dublin, Mr. Fullairn,the actor: he expired on
?xtent secure
tal faculties. He was a native of Pennsylvania.
the stage while the.audiance was encoring his song.
The Glasgow Free Press says—'« New-York,
In Russia, Count Romanzow, the great patron of
•m.
men, deserving» - which contains 166,000 inhabitants, send ten mem science and literature.
d cheats, are now W bers to the American Parliament” !
In Boston, Mrs. Lucinda Lincoln, wife of Mr. Lot
ir perhaps buM
Anew MS. Oratorio, by Sir John Stevenson,enti Lincoln. Mr. Reuben Perkins, printer, of Gilmanust bankrupt act t tled The Thanksgiving, was performed in London" town, N. H aged about 26.
ses at last.
< on the evening of the 22d, and received with warm
In New York city, Don Thomas Stoughton. His
Catholic Majesty’s Consul for the State of New-York,
and unanimous applause.
By a return presented to the House of Commons, aged 77.
fu_A Grotto»*
In Limerick, Moses Cobb, aged 30, a member of
it appears that the total number of acres under hop
atafe’aO cultivation in G. Britain last year was 46,718.
the societ of Friends. He had been from home and
[2 years of ageJJ
returned in as g od health as usual, and as he was
distress existed in many of the manufactur hanging up his great coat, he fell down dead.
Farnsworth,. Wj ingGreat
districts,
in
some
of
which
the
laboring
classes
.Id Geese light» J
In Limerick, Miss Sarah Dloe, aged 40.
were absolutely in a state of starvation. Placards/
In Lyman, 20th ult. Thomas Gould, aged 72 years
Ugh the b®h(S,?i On which was inscribed “ blood or bread,” were
6 months.—The deceased has left a wife and 7 Chil-'
pasted up in several towns.
dren to mourn the Joss of a kind and tender Husband
n Serious disturbances had taken place at Maccles- and father.—-The church has lost a bright ornament—
[ l
mealier
occasioned by the distress to which a large the town a substantial Citizen.
d them no
) portion of the manufacturing classes in that town
In Buxton, on the 19th ult. Mr. Jacob Dearbon
had been reduced. A mob of 5 or 6000 operatives aged 86.
pts and
paraded the streets, and committed many acts of vi
In Effingham 15 th ult. Miss Nancy Leavitt, aged 14;
olence. They were finally dispersed by military and on the 17th, Mr. Simon Leavitt, aged 24, chil
aid.
dren of Capt. Morris Leavitt. They were interred
The Public Ledger says—“it is an undeniable on the 19th in one grave. A discourse was delivered
fact, that thè severe embarrassments with which on the occasion by the Rev. Samuel Cook from Isaiah
weave struggling at this moment, are almost un liii, 3. “ A man of sorrow, and acquainted with
known in France.”
^riefF

©liituara.

To Charles O. Emerson, Esq- one of the Justices of the
Peace within andfor the County of York
YYTE the subscribers, proprietors of the York Cotton
" v
Factory, within the town of York, in said
county, request you to call a meeting of the proprie
tors of said Factory, to meet at the store of Solomon
Brooks, Esq. in York, on Monday the first day of
May next, at one of the clock in the afternoon i
Then and there
1st. To choose a Modera or to govern said meeting.
2d. To choose a Clerk, Treasurer, and Trustees,
and all other officers, that may then and there be judg
ed necessary for the management of the Corporation^
3d. 'I'o see if rhe Company will agree to, and vote
to sell the two Factory buildings in which the ma
chinery was placed, the work shop ar d blacksmith’s
shop, belonging to the Company, with all the tools,
machinery, apparatus and moveable articles belonging
to said company.
4th. To pass any other vote or votes that shall then
and there be thought necessary, and for the benefit of
said company.
SOLOMON BROOKS,
RUFUS M’IN TIRE, by his At
torney Alex. MTntire.
WILLIAM MÍNTIRE, by hi
Attorney Alex. M’Inttre.

DANIEL BROOKS,
THOMAS SAVAGE,
THEODORE WILSON,
COTTON CHASE,
JOSIAH CHASE,
JOHN SÉDGLFY,
NATHANIEL WERBER,
For ELISHA W HDDEN,
SOLOMON BROOKS.
March 30, 1826.
Pursuant to the foregoing petition or request, I here
by notify the proprietors of the York Cotton Factory^
to meet at the time and place and for the purposes
named in the said request.
York, April 4, 1826
CHARLES O. EMERSON,
Justice of the ?eace.

Sheriff’s Sale.
York ss HP^KEN on Execution and to be sold
’
* JL
at Public Auction on Tuesday the
the 25th day of A. ril next, at two o’clock in the af
ternoon, at the house of Nathaniel Burnham, Esq m
Waterborough, all the right in equity which Cum
mings Thompson of said Wateiborough has to redeem
the following desc ibed mortgaged real estate, situate
in Waterborough aforesaid, and bounded as follows :
beginning at a pitch pine by Ossipee pond, thence
running southeasterly by land of Moses Burnham to
the road, thence by the road to a white maple tree
spotted on four sides, thence to little Ossipee pond to
a white maple, thence by said pond to the first bounds,
containing forty acres more or less, under the jncum ••
berance or a mortgage to Josiah Brown of Alfred.
BENJ. J. HERRICK, D. Sheriff.
Alfred, March 25 1826.

Sheriff’s Sale
York

Hp^KENon Execution and to be sold
’
A at Public Auction, on Monday the first
day of May next, at three o’clock in the afternoon,
at the dwelling house of the subscriber in Alfred, all
the right in equity which Fhillip Yeaton of Alfred, in
said county, has to redeem a ti act of land with the
buildings thereon, situate in said Alfred, and bounded
by land of John Sayward, Esq. and Samuel Knight,
and is the same on which said Phillip Yeaton now
lives, under the incumberance of a mortgage to Messrs.
Hall & Conant of Alfred.
BENJ. J. HERRICK, D. Sheriff.
Alfred, March
1826.
ss.

To the Honourable the Justices of the Court of Common
Pleas held at Alfred, within and for the County of
York, on the second Tuesday of February, A. JD 1826.
RESPECTFULLY represents John A. Bur
leigh, of South Berwick, in the County afore
said, Executor of the last will and testament of Alex
ander McGeoch, late of said South Berwick, gentle
man, deceased, that it is necessary to sell the real
estate of said deceased to the amount of two hundred
and eighty dollars for the payment of his just debts,
legacies and taxes, and that by a partial sale of said
real estate, the residue thereof would be greatly inju
red. Your petitioner therefore prays that he may be
authorized and empowered to sell the whole of the
real estate of said deceased, as in duty bound will ever
pray.
JOHN A. BURLEIGH.
Copy Attest, JERE BR ADBURY.

STATE OP MAX3TB,

York ss.—At the Court ofCommon Pleas, begun and
holden at Alfred, within andfor the County of York,
on the second Tuesday of February, A. D. 1826.
N the foregoing petition the Court order, that the
Petitioner notify all persons interested therein,
to appear at the next term of this Court, to be holden
at York, within and for the said County, on the last
Tuesday of May next, by causing an attested copy of
ATELY received from Portland, HERDS Grass the said petition and this order to be published in the
and CLOVER SEED, of a superior quality, Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, three
and for sale at low prices ; Also on hand a few bush

weeks
successively the last publication to be thirty
els of superior Seed WHEAT, of the large kernel days before the said next term, that all such persons
for sale by
J. G. PERKINS.
may then and there shew cause, if any they have,
Kennebunk-Port, April •].
why the prayer of said petition should not be granted.
Attest-JERE BRADBURY Cle k.
Copy, Attest, JERE BRADBURY, Clerk.

O

Eastern Grass Seed.

L

Tan Yard.

T

O let, a Tan Yard situated at the village of Ken-

Farm for Sale.

nebunk-port, containing about twenty Vats, a
good patent Bark Mill, and suitable buildings. The O be sold at Public Auction, on Saturday, the
15th inst. at the store of John Storer, & Co. in
situation is a good one, and the terms will be very
Sanford, a Farm containing about one hundred and
reasonable to an enterprising, industrious, and capable
fifty acres of Land, with a House, Barn, and a good
young man.
orchard thereon, adjoining the land of Homer and
JASON N. LANGDON.
Moses Sweat, and formerly belonging to Jeremiah
Kennebunk-port, April $, 1826.
Moulton. Said farm will be sold in lots or the whole
as may best suit purchasers.
JEREMIAH PAUL.
Kennebunk, April 7,1826.
ANTED as an apprentice to/the Tailoring Bu

T

Apprentice Wanted.

W

siness, a Boy fromx^fteen to seventeen years
of age, of steady habits ; to such an one good encour
agement will be given.

To whom it may concern

JOHN FOSS:
Kennebunk-port, April 7, 1826.

Limerick Academy.

T

©W» WWŒIAW
EXPECTING to make a new arrangement in his

business the first of May, requests all persona indebted to him to make immediate payment previous
HE Spring term in Limerick Academy will com to that date. All his old notes and accounts will then
mence Thursday May 4th under the instruction be left with an Attorney.
of
April 7, 1826.

MR. JOHM BOYNTON.

Tuition three dollars per quarter to be paid on en
tering.
Limerick, March 30.

A good assortment of Justice Blanks
for Sale at this Office«

1’

WIWI> ■'

Sheriff^ Sale.
Vnj? v

« HF AKEN on Execution and will be sold

Sheriff’s Sale.

PROBATE NOTICE.

AKEN by Executions in favor of Richard C>
OTICE is hereby given to the heirs of the estate
’
’ X
at Public Vendue, on Saturday the
From the New 'York Review.
Jun. and James Raitt, -against Cyrus W
of Mary Lindsay, late of York, in the coun
twenty second day of April next, at two o’clock after
all the right in equity which the said Cyrus basin
ty of York, widow deceased, and all others concerned
noon,
at
the
store
of
Samuel
Pray
in
Lebanon,
all
the
THE NEW MOON.
deeming the Farm on which he now lives, situate/
right in equity which Samuel Brock of said Lebanon, —That Matthew Lindsay Jun. has presented to me Eliot, in the County of York, with the biHldinJd
the
subscriber,
Judge
of
the
Court
of
Probate,
within
WHEN as the gairishfoay is done
has to redeem a piece of land lying in said Lebanon,
the same, standing under the incumbrance of a m? Vot. XVIHeaven burns with the descending sun,
and is the same on which he now lives with the and for said county, an instrument purporting to be gage to Capt. Elisha Goodwin of Eliot aforesaidJ?
the
last
will
and
testament
of
said
Mary
Lindsay,
’Tis passing sweet to mark,
buildings thereon, and bounded westerly and easterly
same will be sold ar Public Auction on Saturday /
Amid that flush of crimson light,
by land of Richard Horn, southerly by land of Went and that Saturday the fifteenth day of April next is
twenty second day of April next, at one. of the ck
The new moon’s modest bow grow bright,
worth Hayes, and westerly by the new road so called, assigned to take the Probate thereof, at.a Probate Cour t
in the afternoon, at the store of Jonathan Hamm/
As earth and sky grow dark.
the same being under the incumberance of a Mort then to held at York in said County, when and where Esq. in Eliot aforesaid,
1 C1"
they may be present and shew cause, if any they have,
gage, Conditions made known at the sale.
Conditions made kn nwn at the time of sale
Few are the hearts too cold to feel
why
the
same
should
not
be
proved,
approved
and
CALEB EMERY, D. Sheriff.
V v M
.
JERE. PAUL,.Deputy¿hei
A thrill of gladness o’er them steal,
allowed as the last will and testament of said deceased.
Lebanon, 20th March, 1826.
York, March 17, 1^25.
GONDiT10^ When first the wandering eye
Given under my hand at Kennebunk, this twenty
Sees faintly, in the evening blaze,
third day of January in the year of our Lord eighteen
That glimmering curve of tender rays
hundred and twenty six.
Just planted in the sky.
JONAS CLARK.
discontinue^
WILL commence their School or/the third <
HP AKEN by virtue of an execution, and to be sold
March 25.
The sight of that young crescent brings
ddy
of
May,
when
the
following
brane/
c X
at Public Sale, at the store of Timothy Shaw,
Thoughts of all fair and youthful things—
in Sanford, all the right in equity which Theodore Ja To the Honorable Justices of the Court ofCommon Pleas will be attended to.—Reading, Spelling, Writi/
Arithmetic, Grammar, Geography, History, AStJ
The hopes of early years ;
cobs has in redeeming the following Mortgaged real
holden at Alfred, <within and for the County of York
And childhood’s purity and grace,
omy,
Chemistry, Botany, and Philosophy. AllkU ^•additional A
estate lying in Sanford, in the County of York, to wit;
on the second Tuesday of February 1825.
And joys that like a rainbow chaise
a certain tract of land bounded as follows, to wit; ¥3 ESPECTFULLY represent Anne Sewall, single- of Plain and Ornamental needle-work • Lace Vel ‘ istrators and v
The passing shower of tears.
on the southwest side of the road leading from San AX woman, Stephen S. Hodge, Merchant, Mary and Edgings may be wrought so as not to be & Real estate m
ford to Kennebunk in lot number three, ten roJs, from D. Hodge, Elizabeth Hodge and Anna Hodge, single guished from those imported. Drawing, Landscaw
it enacted
The captive yields him to the dream
the Northwest line of said lot, thence running south women all of Newburyport, in the County of Essex, Painting in oil and water colors, Painting on Velve ESS?Of freedom, when that virgin beam
west one hundred and seventy five rods, thence south and Commonwealth of Massachusetts—and Abner Embroidery, Tambour, and Filigree work.
Comes out upon the air;
H...... .... Xrizedto ficei
Terms of Tuition for the Ornamental branches
east ten rods, thence southwest eighty one and half Bagley, of Cape Elizabeth, in our County of Cumber
And painfully the sick man tries
rods, thence Northwest thirty one and three fourths land, Merchant, and Sarah his wife,¡in her right, that per quarter.—For the common branches, gno, ’-.„¡¿trators, O
To fix his dim and burning eyes
rods, thence North-east to the road, thence by said road they are interested in a tract of Land situate in Hollis, few young Ladies and Misses can be acconjodiatd \ieof -a‘-^s*a
On the soft promise there.
autiiofize
to the place began at containing forty acres, being part in our County of York, and bounded as follows, to with board. Board including tuition, from $.14
from time to tir
of lots number two and three in the western range in wit—beginning at Saco River one mile and an half per quarter.
Most welcome to the lover’s sight,
Kennebunk, March 25.
factorily appear
said Sanford ; also one half of the dwelling house, be from the upper bounds of Pattershalls lot (so called,)
Glitters that pure emerging light ;
a|l concerned re
ing the west end of said house.
For prattling poets say,
computed on a northwest course, thence southwest
■said lands are
WILLIAM EMERY, D. Sheriff.
That sweetest is the lover’s walk,
six hundred and fifty three rode, thence northwest
-Court sitting ur
Sanford, March 21st, 1826.
And.tenderest is tbeir murmured talk,
two hundred and forty rods, thence northeast to Saco
ize the sale ot tl
OUMBERKAm & OXFOaa
Beneath its gentle ray.
River aforesaid, thence by said River to the first men
situated in any
tioned bounds, that the said Anne Sewall owns one
public or pnvat
And there no graver men behold
fourth of said tract in fee simple—And the said Ste
r (Appr°ve“ t
A type of errors, loved of old,
phen,
Elizabeth,
Mary
and
Anne
Hodge,
and
the
said
York «tc HP AKEN by virtue of an Execution in
CLASS, No. EIGHT.
Forsaken and forgiven :
Sarah,
wife
of
said
Abner,
each
own
one
twentieth'
X favor of Samuel Curtis, and will be
AN ACT mak
And thoughts and wishes not of earth.
sold at Public Vendue, on Wednesday the nineteenth part of said tract in fee simple—that their several
Just opening in their early birth,
rights and shares are in common and undivided with
day
of
April
next,
at
one
o
’
clock
in
the
afternoon,
at
u enacte
Like that new light in heaven.
the store of Hayes & Walker in Kennebunk, in said other persons to your Petitioners unknown.
resentatives in
Wherefore
they
pray
that
due
notice
may
be
given
county, all the right in equity which John Fidler has
any action pend
in redeeming the lot of Land with the building there to ah persons interested, to shew cause why their re
From the Connecticut Mirror,
1 prike of
$5000 is 85001 auy lands or te
spective
shares
should
not
be
set
off
to
them
to
hold
on standing, on which he now lives, situated in said
Court, to
3 u
of
1000 is 30« such
Kennebunk, and adjoining land of Edward White, on in severalty, and that such proceeding may be had.
YON cloud—’tis bright and beautiful—it floats
question, shall
5
on the northeasterly side, southwesterly by the road thereon that their respective shares may be set off to
of
500 is
Alone in God’s horizon—on its edge
25« force, menace
them to hold in severalty—And as in duty bound will
ÍÍ
The stars seem hung like pearls—it looks as pure leading to Capt. McCulloch’s wharf, northwesterly
ties of bis appo
9
of
200
is
18« Justices
ever pray.
by
the
road
leading
to
the
toll
bridge,
the
same
being
thereo
As ’twere an angel’s shroud—the white cymar
a
1
ANNE
SEWALL,
of
380
is ■ 381 warrant to th<
under the incumberance of a mortgage to George
Of Parity just peeping through its folds,
a
ABNER
BAGLEY,
Wheelwright, Esq.
36
To give a pitying look on this sad world.
of
100 is 36« him, with suita
SARAH BAGLEY,
ALEX. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
position to sue
Go visit i:, and find that all is false,
a.
36
of
50 is
ELIZABETH HODGE,
18« said duties, to
March 21, 1826.
Its glories are but fog—and its white form
u
ANNE HODGE,
468
of
10 is 46811 the powers of
Is plighted to some coming thundergust.
MARY D. HODGE,
••
duties and
The rain, the wind, the lightnings have their source
3780
of
5 is 1890» the
STEPHEN HODGE.
to aid and assi;
In such bright meetings. Gaze not on the clouds
By their Attorney, WM. P. HOOPER.
The tickets m this Lottery are formed by the dlf.' qaired And pr<
Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk, April 1st,
However beautiful—Gaze at the sky,
Copy, Attest—JERE BRADBURY, Clerk.
ferent ternary combinations that can be made aifify Act defining t!
The clear, blue, tranquil, fix’d and glorious Sky.
1826.
t<wo numbers, from 1 104 inclusive.—To decide tl» ulatingtheoffi
X B C.
prizes, on the day of drawing, 42 numbers, from 1 to ’ [Approved
RS. NANCY ALLEY—Capt. Elijah Bettes, JaLines, addressed to Miss Long, a little laiy.
cob Brown, Amos Bragdon, James pr Margaret York, ss.—At the Court of Common Pleas begun and 42 inclusive, will severally be deposited in a wheel,
There will be 20 tickets having AN ACT toe
held at Alfred ’within and for the County off York, and six drawn cut
Bird, Levi Barker—Ivory Chadbourn.
attachment
on the second Tuesday of February being the four on them as a combination, three of the drawn r®
Where any thing abounds, we find,
D. X F
bers ; 540 having two, and 3780 but one of th
taxes.
Philip Durrell, Richard Davis, G- Dousard, Esq.
teenth day of said month, A. D. 1826.
That nobody will have it;
Be it enacte
N the foregoing petition, the Court order, that drawn numbers. That ticket having the 1st, ad, and
But when there’s little of the kind,
Master of Brig Jane, Joshua Dennett, Hollis, care of
the petitioners notify all persons interested, to 3d drawn numbers, will be entitled to ^10,000; tha: seniatives, in
Dont all the people crave it ?
Greenough & Bodwell, Kennebunk, Mrs. Martha
the 4th, 5th, and 6th, to ^5,000. Those and after the
Davis—Mr. Frost, Inhkeeper, Rev. Nathl. H. Fletch
appear at the next term of this Court, to be heldhaving
at
The God of Love’s a little wight,
York, within and for said County of York, on the last tickets having on them the 1st, ad, and 4th—1st, ad, LfiSVs of eve
er, Doctor Flicher, Mrs. Ply nor Fi etcher.
But beautiful as thought
Tuesday of May next, by causing an attested copy of and 5th— xst, ad, and 6th, each ¿1,000. Those: and until the
G, H. I,
Thou too art little—fair as light,
William Hacket, Stephen Warding, Miss Olive Hill, the said Petition and this order thereon, to be pub having xst, 3d, and 4th—1st, 3d, and 5th-ast, jd, corn and grai
And every thing in short,
lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kenne and 6th—2d, 3d, and 4th—2d, 3d, & 5th, each ¿500,; tenance of a i
—George Jacobs.
bunk, three weeks successively, the last publication That having the xst, 4th? and 6th, will be j^o. thirty bushels
X
L. M.
O ! happy girl ! I think thee so,
Miss Lucy Kimball, Care of Joseph Moody—Mrs. to be thirty days at least, before said next term» that Those having the ist, 4th, and 5th—1st, 5th, and6tb have in one ]
For mark the poet’s song—
Charlotte Lassell, 2, G.& I. Lord, Samuel Lord, Capt. all such persons may then and there shew cause, if any —2d, 4th, and 5th—2d, 5th, and 6th—3d, 4th, and andhisfamih
il Man wants but little here below,
from attach n
John Lord, James Littlefield, 2, Lucinda Littlefield— they have, why the prayer of said petition should not 5th—3d, 4th, and 6th—3d, 5th, and 6th—2d,
But wants that little long.”
[Approvec
6th—2d, 4th and 6th, each ¿200. The thirty-six
; Master of York Lodge, Mrs. Olive C. Millar, Hugh be granted.
tickets having two of the drawn numbers, and those
McCulloch, 2, John G. Mayo, Miss Lucy Murphv—
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
AN ACT ad
two the xst, and 2d drawn numbers will each be
Copy, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
An epitaph taken from a grave.stone in the bury Mrs. Mary Nason.
of certain ec
$ioo. The thirty-six tickets having the 5th, and 6th
March 25.
X 0. P.
ing ground of the slain, in a maritime engagement
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drawn numbers, will each be $50. All others having
Mrs. Elizabeth Perkins, Care of Capt. Joshua
, some 80 or 100 years since.
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any
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To
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the
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the
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Ross,
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Ann
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James
Ross,
begun
and
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at
Alfred,
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and
for
the
Coun^
And Neptune seas,
ery of any la
The blanks are
Timothy Rich"—Amos Stevens, Miss Sally L. Ste
ty of York, on the second Tuesday of February A. JD. drawn numbers will be prizes of
Have cast me too and fro ;
those tickets which have not either of the drawn num wanded shal
vens, Daniel Shackley, Phineas Stevens, Aaron
1826.
In spite of both, by God’s decrees,
laration, tha
Sanderson, Smith & Porter.
ESPECTFULLY represents John Taylor of Wa bers. No ticket which shall have drawn a supeiiot
I’m anchor’d here below.
sonable certs
T. U. F. W.
terborough in said County, Trader, that he is prize can be entitled to an inferior one. Prizes sub.
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S.
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Jedediah
ject
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per
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in
60
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to
With many of our fleet,
such action 1
Towne, Joseph Thompson,—Miss Harriet Whitney, your petitioner unknown, of and in a certain lot of days after the drawing in bank bills generally current
Yet I shall hoist my sails again,
defendant, c
care
of
Daniel
Whitney,
Miss
Elizabeth
Wise,
Rob

in
this
st^te.
Prizes
not
demanded
in
one
year
after
land
situated
in
said
Waterborough,
containing
one
My Saviour Christ to meet.
with costs ol
ert T. Whitten.
acre and bounded as follows, viz- beginning at a stake the drawing will not be paid. This class will be
reasons, see
near the corner of the store now occupied by said drawn as soon as the sale of tickets will justify it.
B, PALMER, P. M.
mendment.
Portland, March 3, 1826.
Taylor, and opposite the house of Nath’l Burnham at
Sect. 2. L
the corner of the road leading to Limerick, and thence
Tickets and parts in the above splendid Scheme,
aforesaid, a
E the subscribers having been appointed by the
running by said road North thirty nine degrees west in a great variety of numbers, may be obtained at
taken, as ai
Hon. Jonas Clark, Esq. Judge of the Probate Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk-port, March fourteen rods to a pitch pine tree marked on four
JAMES K. REMICH’S Bookstore. Persons holding
has possess!
of wills, &c. for the-County of York, Commissioners
sides, thence south west eleven rods and fourteen small prizes in the last class, signed by any vender in
31X1826.
he withhold
to receive and examine all the claims of the several
A. B. C.
links to a small oak tree, thence south thirty nine de Portland, are invited to call and exchange them.
the Jury sh;
creditors to the estate, and how the same are made 7171"ARY JANE AYER—John Bragdon,—Henry
grees East thirteen rods and eight links to a pine stump
jt?3Orders by mail (post paid) enclosing cash or
the questic
om, of
_L”X Clark, 2, Stephen Cleaves.
by the road leading to Elder Hobbs’ Meeting-House ; prize Tickets, will be promptly attended to, if ad
holds posse
D. E. F.
thence by the last mentioned road fo the place begun dressed to
J. & J. DUNN, Portland, or
and return
I homas Durrell—Mrs. A. Frost.'
at
;
that
your
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’
s
share
in
said
tract
is
one
J. K. REMICH, Kennebunk
late of Milton,-in the State of New-Hampshire,, de
Sect. 3. j
G.
H,
I,
J.
K.
undivided moiety or half part of the same ; and that
March id, 1826.
action, an i
ceased, represented insolvent, and having taken the
Amos 8c Israel Huff, Edwin
Hazard, Timothy he is desirous of holding his said share of said land in
Court in fi
oath by law required, hereby give notice that six Ham, Joseph Hutchins, James E. Hough, William.
severalty.
spectively !
months from the 20th day of February last, are allow
Jefferdson, Dr. Martin, M. H, Markoe^ 3.
Wherefore he prays, that after due proceedings had,
specting thi
ed to said creditors to bring in and prove their claims,
L. M. PP. 0. P.
partition of said land may be made, and his aforesaid
tue of itnpr
and we shall attend that service at the dwelling-house
Simon Nowell, John Nason—Charles Pearson.
share set off and assigned to him to hold the same in r¥lHE subscriber respectfully requests all personsin*
without the
of John Bedwell in Shapleigh. in said county of York,
R. 8. T. U. F
debted to him by note or account, to make ini’
severalty.
JOHN TAYLOR.
which this
on tfee third Saturdays of April, May, June, July and
Samuel Robinson—James Stockers, Jesse L.
mediate
payment.
the Jury tr
By N. DANE APPLETON, his Attorney.
August next, from three to five of the clock in the af Smith, Rebecca Staples, Eliza Tarbox,
All
notes
and
accounts,
which
are
not
paid
by
Copy, Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
mandant.
ternoon on each
said days.
' W. X. K Z.
first of May will be left with an Attorney for coflec*
Sect. 4.
JOHN BODWELL,
John Wildes,
t’on.
jos. G. MOODY.
action, the
SAMUEL STACY.
STATE OF MAINE.
STEPHEN TOWNE, P. M
March 25.
ant’s ream
Shapleigh, March 20th, 1826.
York, ss.~-At the Court of Common Pleas begun and
premises,;
held at Alfred ‘within andfor the county of York, oh
open Cour
the second Tues day of February, being the fourteenth
record: i
day of said'month, A. D.
HE subscriber intends going to Boston the first of
judgment 1
lOLFE the subscribers having been appointed by the A LL those who are indebted to the subscriber, ei- ON the foregoing petition, the Court order, that
_ .next month, and expects at that time to be
same mam
Yv
Hon. Jonas Clark, to receive and pxamine the TX ther by note or account of nine months stand
Xx the petitioner notify all persons interested, to
wanting in point of funds, he requests those indebted ant for sue
claims of creditors to the estate of
ing, are requested to call and adjust the same imme
fendant foi
diately, or their accounts will be left witn an Attorney appear at the next term of this Court, to be held at to him to. call and pay as much as they can previous
York, within and for said County of York, on the last to that time ; he however does not expect, wy one
pot consen
for collection.
Tuesday of May next, by causing an attested copy of will put himself to any inconvenience whatever on bis
judgment
late of Sanford, deceased, represented insolvent, do
T
,
BENJ. BOURNE.
the said Petition and this order thereon, to e publish account.
hereby give notice that six months are allowed to said
landed, t
Kennebunk-port, March 27, 1826.
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk,
foresaid, I
creditors to bring in and prove their claims, and we
N. B. All persons in this place are requested not 0
three
weeks
successively,
the
last
publication
to
be
ingofsud
shall attend that service at the store of Timothy
deliver any article to any peison on my account with'
thirty days at least, before said next tenrl, that all out a written order from me.
shall fron
Shaw in Sanford, on Friday the last day of March in
such persons may then and there shew cause, if any
separate j
stant, and on the fourth Saturday of the five following
March 3, 1826.
JOHN LILLIE.
they have, why the prayer of said petition should not
(Appr<
months, from one to five o'clock P. M. on each of
be
at Public Auction on the 18th day be granted.
said days.
’
of April inst. at one o’clock P. M. at Capt.
AN ACI
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
NATH’L BENNET,
) CommisWm. Gooch’s store, unless previously disposed of at
Copy, Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
NATH’L CHADBOURN, j sioners.
private sale.
mHE Office in the new building adjoining the 0W
March 25.
t
Sect. :
Sanford, March 27, 1826.
The farm on which the subscriber now lives, con
X Brick, lately occupied by George B. Moodyf
rf Reftret
taining about sixty acres of excellent land, being divi
Esq.
* D. WISE, & Co.
the fees c
ded into tillage, pasturing and wood land.—There is
March 3,
State, h(
on said farm a good orchard, producing excellent
ond after
fruit, with a good well of water, a dwelling house and
same ar
barn.
said. Jude
rjlHE subscriber will pay a fair price for a few’ hunOS. G« MOODY has for sale a few thousand first
JAN. and FEB. is received and ready for
For further particulars enquire of
for their"
X dred well made straw hats.
quality warranted SHINGLES.
livery to subscribers at J. K. Rbmjch’s Book
BARTHOLOMEW WELLS.
the sever
March xX
Store.
Wells, April i, 1826.
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